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Abst rac twThree  numerical adaptive integration schemes for almost singular functions occur- 
ring in the Boundary Element Method, which use subdivision of a domain or moving of nodes, are 
discussed. Some numerical examples show efficiency of the methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The direct Boundary Element Method is nowadays one of the most efficient and attractive meth- 
ods for solving exterior boundary value problems with constant coefficients uch as scattering 
problems in linear acoustics (comp., e.g., [1-5] and many others). Collocation methods are used 
very often, but the variational approach becomes more and more popular. Comparison of some 
collocation and variational methods can be found in [5-7]. A need of integration technique 
improvement occurred during a work on an h-p adaptive code for solving acoustic scattering 
problems by the BEM [8]. A basis for computations was the variational form of the Burton- 
Miller approach (comp. [9]). In this approach, a majority of time was used to evaluate integrals 
of twelve different singular integrals multiplied by all shape functions over each pair of boundary 
elements. For the order of approximation p -- 3 for instance, the number of different integrals 
for each pair of elements was equal to 120. For the approach mentioned above, all singular in- 
tegrals are reduced to the weakly-singular ones. The outer integral is consequently an integral 
of a bounded function and usual Gaussian quadrature was used to evaluate it. Gaussian points 
of this quadrature then became singularity points for an inner integrand. Three practical cases 
occur here: 
• the singularity point lies "far" from the element and the Gaussian quadrature gives suffi- 
cient accuracy; 
• the singularity point lies "near" to the element and adaptive techniques of integration are 
used; 
• the singularity point is a point of the element; Duffy coordinates [10-13] and the Gaussian 
quadrature are applied. 
When the singularity point lies close to the element, the integrand is poorly interpolated by 
polynomials and the Ganssian quadrature is inaccurate. Some methods may be proposed to 
improve integration in this case: 
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• division of the triangle into smaller subtriangles and the Gaussian quadrature of fixed 
order on each of them (h-method); 
• division of the triangle into a fixed number of subtriangles in such a way that the integra- 
tion error is minimized (r-method); 
• increase of quadrature order (p-method); 
• separation of a singular part which is integrated analytically. 
Methods of numerical quadratures of singular functions (e.g., Duffy or polar coordinates) may 
be applied to integrals of almost singular functions. Johnson and Scott obtained such integrals 
as differences of integrals of singular functions over domains including singularity point [14]. 
Hayami and Brebbia considered a projection of the singularity point on an element as a new 
singularity point [15,16]. Hackbusch and Sauter evaluated shape functions in a polynomial series 
and integrated corresponding terms of an integrand with exact formulas. A remainder part was 
integrated with usual Gaussian formulas [17]. The authors have proposed a method of integration 
of both integrals imultaneously, what with appropriate change of variables, has allowed them to 
separate a singular part [2,18]. A similar approach as been used by Eck, who has integrated 
exactly a spline approximation of the integrand [19]. Kieser, Schwab and Wendland presented a 
short routine in [20] which allows us to regularize automatically singular integrals by asymptotic 
expansions of their pseudohomogeneous kernels (cf., [21]). 
An h-adaptive method based on an uniform subdivision of a pattern triangle into subtriangles 
was used in [8]. As a measure of a quadrature error, a difference of two quadratures was taken. An 
analogical method with an independent estimation on each subtriangle was applied by Georg [22]. 
An h-p method on rectangles, when an order of a quadrature increases with a subdivision, was 
presented by Jun, Beer, and Meek [23]. A thorough review of integration methods for the BEM 
may be found in [13]. 
In the presented paper, h- and r-methods were applied. The outline of the paper is as follows: 
In Section 2, quadrature rror estimates obtained by Lyness [24,25] are given. Extensions of the 
main theorem of Section 2 are presented in Section 3. Two versions of the h-method and the 
r-method are presented in Section 4. Numerical examples are given in Section 5 and the paper 
is concluded in Section 6. 
2. REPRESENTAT ION OF QUADRATURE ERROR 
In this section, results of Lyness [24,25] concerned with the representation f the quadrature 
error are recalled. Let 
:= • > 0, < 1} (2.1) 
be a simple plane triangle with the triangle complementing to the square denoted by 
:= {(x,y) • R2: x ,y ,< 1, > 1}. (2.2) 
Let Q(f, T) be a quadrature defined on triangle T by 
n 
Q(f, T) := Z w~f(xi, yi) (xi, y~) • T. (2.3) 
i= l  
We assume that 
n 
Z w~ = meas (T), (2.4) 
i=1  
where meas (T) := area of T, i.e., the quadrature is exact at least for a constant function. If, for 
every f : T --, R and for g defined on T as 
g(x, y) = f(1 - x, 1 - y), (2.5) 
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we have 
then such a quadrature is called symmetric [25]. A copy of this quadrature on the triangle with 
parallel sides 
Th:={(x,y) ER2:Xo<X<xo+h,  yo<Yo+h, x+y<xo+Yo-{-h} (2.7) 
assumes the form 
n 
Q(S, Th) = h 2 Z wiS(x° + hxi, Yo + hyi), 
with an analogical copy of this quadrature on 
(2.8) 
Th:=((x,y) ER2:xo<x<xo+h,  yo<y<yo+h,  x+y>xo÷Yo+h},  (2.9) 
in accordance with the symmetry. 
Let us consider next a division of T into m 2 equal subtriangles with sidelengths equal l lm. 
Let a quadrature Q(m)(S,T ) be a sum of copies of the given quadrature Q on each Th and 
(2.10) I(f,T) = iT S dxdy. 
THEOREM 1. For any function f analytic in an e-neighborhood fT, the quadrature rror may 
be expressed as 
d+l  
q=l 
(2.11) 
for every d = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  where 
1 
E E 0> , ,  = ~,,r (S, T)O-~p.r, (2.12) 
p,r>_O,p-fr=q A----0 
cpO,O { Sp(x)Sr(y) ,~ + Q { Bp(x)Br(y),~ (2.13) 
,r = Q \ p!r! ] \ p!r! ] '  
co" ,r = Q tt ~ ) it ~ , ~)  , (2.14) 
with Bernoulli functions Bp defined as periodic extensions of Bernoulli polynomials on inter- 
val (0,1) and 
(2.15) 
(2.18) 
L [ 0 r - i  ] 
' dp [o___7~_rS(x,u) l~__~(,_: ) dx, 
[/?'> ] f(x,y) dy dx. 
for r > 1, 
Coefficients Aq have the following properties. 
THEOREM 2. If Q(w) -- I(w) for every polynomial w of order less or equal d (i.e., quadrature Q
is exact for polynomials of order less or equal d), then 
Aq(S,T,Q) = 0V s, Vq = 1, . . . .  d. (2.17) 
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THEOREM 3. I[ Q is symmetric, then 
Aq(f, T, Q) = 0 Vq odd. (2.18) 
The term O(m -(d+l)) has on T the following form: 
EI(x,y) := 
E2(~, y) := 
o (m-(d+~)):= 
C :---- 
d+l 1 Bq()tx-{-Y) { ~01 [ 0"7~-1 ] } ZZ q! (_1)~ 0 c Bc(x - t )  
q----I A----0 -~ a-~Tf(t' y) I~--~(~-,) ;f dt 
~01 o~d-F1 If01-t ] Bd'l'Z(x-t) - Bo(x + y) ~ f (t ,y)dy -~7"1~ dr, (2.19) 
1 ~ ~l -x  ~+I  Bd+l(y- t )  
Z( - I )  A f(x,y) [~=A(1-x) - Otd+lf(X't) (--~'~)1. dr, 
~=o (2.20) 
n 
~w,E#(x,,y,), j = 1,2, (2.21) 
i----1 
d + 1 - q. (2.23) 
For d = 3, equation (2.11) has a simple, explicit form 
Q(m)( f ,~)_ i ( f ,~)  = 1 
\ o :  + ~~ oxov / dx dy % O (m-4). (2.24) 
3. ESTIMATIONS FOR SUBTRIANGLES 
Let us consider first a triangle Th (2.7) with all sides parallel to these of T. For this subtriangle, 
we introduce analogical expressions as in Section 2 for (x, y) E Th, 
p,rkJ, hi = ( -1)  ~-1 for r ~xo dxP 0-7=7 f(x'y) Iv=~o+A(xo+h-x) dx, >_ 1, 
(3.2s) 
¢~ p,o ( f, Th ) = dxP J xo 
Mapping triangle T onto Th 
x = xo + h~, 
y = yo + h~, 
function f may be extended on T: 
](~c, ~) = f(x(~, ~]), y(~, ~1)). 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
Consequently, 
O,A [ or--1 ^  h2-p-r(iDO,A / ,~) ~p,r(f, Th) = (--I) r-1 ~-~ . 
(3.30) 
and on the triangle Th, the following extension of (2.10) holds: 
/o1[/o ] (,) cT~0,1 [ ¢ dP =p,ow, Th) --- ~-~ (~, ~), d~ h 2-p-r = h2-P-r~°' l  '" =p,o ,T , (3 .31)  
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whereas 
By the preceeding equalities 
0,0 ~p,0(f, Th) = 0. (3.32) 
1 )] 
Lq--1 p+rfq A---0 
d+l(h~q 1 0,A ,A 
= Z Z Z ~l',r(f'Th)C~p, r + hd+lEl(f'Th'Q) + hd+~E2(f'Th'Q) (3.33) \m/  q-~l p-t-r=q A=0 
=Z Aq(f, Th,Q) -I- hd+lEl(f, Th, Q) "t" hd+2E2(f, Th, Q), 
q=l 
An extension of Theorem 1 is obtained. 
THEOREM 4. For each function f analytic in e-neighborhood f Th, the above formals holds. 
Next, let TJ be a triangle with vertices (4 ,  • ), (~,  ~) ,  (4 ,  ~ )- It is an image of the triangle 
by an affine mapping 
(3, ~) e ~, (=~, f) e T~, 
and a function f(x,I)) defined as before. Formula (2.11) then obtains a form 
Q(rn) (f,T j) - I  (f,T 1) = 2 meas (T j) [Q(m)( ] , , )  _ i  ( j~,,)] 
---- 2 meas (T i) [Aq (]J,~,,Q) + E1 (]i,2~,Q) + F_~ ( f i , * ,Q) ]  . 
4. ADAPT IVE  INTEGRATION SCHEMES 
h-Method 
Our starting point is the quadrature error estimate given by formula (2.11) and Theorems 2
and 3. For symmetric quadrature, xact for polynomials of order n, we have 
q,-) ~-~ + O , (4.34) 
where q = n + 1 for n odd and q = n + 2 for n even. This formula is valid for uniform division 
of T into m s identical subtriangles. In a more complex situation, when T is first subdivided into 
subtriangles T~, i = 1,... ,N with sides h~, and in turn, each of them subdivided into m 2 equal 
subtriangies, estimate (3.33) implies 
Q'm'h ' ( f ,T) - I ( f ,T )  :ZAq, i ( f ,  Ti, Q) -.I-0(171,-(q+2'), (4.35) 
iffi l
where m = (ml, . . . ,  raN),h = (hi, . . .  ,hN). 
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The Local  h -Method  
It is assumed that on each triangle Ti 
hqm:, qlAq,~ I < -~, 
where N denotes the number of subtriangles. It implies that 
m, > h, [NIAq,,I~5-1] 1/q , 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
and the global error 
h~m;qlAq,il <_ -~ = 6. (4.38) 
i=1 /=1 
The idea is as follows. Starting with a single triangle (h = I) and a prescribed tolerance 6, 
coefficient Aq is evaluated and inequality (4.36) used to predict the right division number m. 
Next, for the resulting (uniform at this point) division, new coefficients Aq# are calculated and 
subtriangles for which inequality (4.35) with m~ = 1 is violated, are identified. For each of these 
subtriangles, the original procedure is repeated until criterion (4.35) is met everywhere. For 
n = 1, condition (4.37) takes the simple form 
m, > ]NA2,,6 -x]I/2. (4.39) 
The Global h -Method 
It is based on the assumption that, for a given subdivision h = (hl,..., hu), the estimation 
H 
hqmTqlAq,~l = 6 (4.40) 
i= l  
is satisfied for some ml, .  •., m/¢. With this constraint, the number of subtriangles m r + . . .  + m~v 
is minimized. The Lagrange functional 
N 
L(ral,. . . ,mN,A) = ~ [mr + Ahqm~qlAq,~l] (4.41) 
i=1 
is constructed, and its derivatives calculated 
It implies that 
Constraint (4.40) gives 
and finally, 
OL 
= 2mi  - qAhqmT~q-llAq# I = 0. (4.42) 
ami 
mi ~_ [0.SqAhqlAq,il] 1/(q+2) • (4.43) 
N 
h q [0.SqAhqlAqjI] -(q/(q+2)) IAqzl = 6, (4.44) 
j= l  
1 m~ > 6-O/u)hqlAq,~l /(q+2) (hqlAq,~l) 2/(q+') j--1 (4.45) 
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After subdividing all of the triangles ~,  the obtained family of old and new subtriangles i  con- 
sidered as a new division of To, and the procedure is repeated until all predicted m~ become one. 
For n = 1, condition (4.45) takes a simple form 
The r -Method 
>_ hjlA ,jl (4.46) 
In the r-method, we consider as above a quadrature Q which fulfills assumptions ofTheorems 2 
(for d = n) and 3. The following estimation holds: 
Q (f,T j) - I  (f,T j) : 2 meas (T j) [Aq ( / J , T ,Q)  + E1 (]J,T,Q) + E2 ( ] J ,T ,Q)]  , (4.47) 
for the same q as above. The triangle is divided into a fixed number of N subtriangles T1,. . . ,  T N. 
Such a division will be called a triangulation T. The quadrature error becomes 
N 
Q ( f ,T )  - / ( f ,T )  = 2~"~ {meas (T j) [Aq ( ] J ,T ,Q)  + E1 ( ] J ,T ,~)  -I- E2 ( f J ,T ,~) ] ) ,  
j=l 
(4.48) 
and may be approximated by 
N 
Q(f,T)-I(f ,~')=2~[meas (TJ)Aq(]J,7',Q)]. (4.49) 
jffil 
Next, we consider the following minimization problem. 
PROBLEM M. Find coordinates of vertices (x~, ~),  j = 1,.. . ,  N, i = 0, 1, 2, of subtriangles T j
which minimize the cost functional 
J(f,T) = meas Aq (]J, Q (4.50) 
=1 
A structure of the subdivision of 2 b into T1,. . . ,  T N is a constraint on control variables (~,  ~).  
To solve Problem M, partial derivatives of J were evaluated: 
(/,:r) = 2 meas (TJ) A, Q 
_-, g f  P , f ,o  , × 
OJ ~-  were obtained in a similar way and the steepest descent method was used. 
Evaluat ion of  Coefficients Aq 
A problem arises as to how to calculate coefficients Aq. Formulas (2.12)-(2.16) are useful 
when function f is known explicitly. Extraction of derivatives of f may be too expensive and 
18 
inaccurate. 
polynomials of increasing order n = 2p, 2p + 1, 2p + 2. 
Q~) (f,T) --1 (f,T) : m-(2P'l-2)A2p.{-2 (f,T, Q2p) -~ 0 (~-(2p+4))  ,
Q(2p~l (f,T) - ' (f,T) =~-(2Pt-2)A2p+2 (f,T, Q2p+ 1) + O (?T~-(2P'{-4)) , 
Subtracting the equalities, we obtain 
~;'+, (:~) ~;'+, (f~) =.,('.+'>~2.+, (: ~ q2.+,) + 0 (~ (,,+.>) 
and the coefficient A2p+2(f, T, Q) may be evaluated as a difference of the two quadratures 
~.2  (:, . ,  ~2.) -- ~2.+~ [q,z)(:,~) _ ~(;+, (:,~)] ÷ 0 (~) ,  
A2,..l-2 (f,T, Q2p-.l-l) ~- m2P"F2 [Q~I (f,~~) -Q(2~2 (f,~%)] '~-O(m-2) • 
Analogously, 
(m) h-2PO (m-2)  , 
(m) (m) T . A2p.-l-2(f, Th,Q2p+l) ~- (h) 2p'{-2 [Q2p-l-l(f, Th) - Q2p-F2(f, h)] + h-2PO ('rn-2) 
Error  Es t imat ion  for the  h -Method 
We will consider the triangle Th. 
that for n = 2r + j ,  j = 0 V 1, 
Q2,+j(f, Th) - I ( / ,  Th) 
= (hi~2r-F2 (m,)  2r'1"2 
We see that 
Let 
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Instead, we write formulas (2.11) for three symmetric quadratures Qn, exact for 
(4.51) 
Using estimation (4.35) and formulas (4.52), we conclude 
(m) 
[:)(m) [¢ Th ~ _ Q2r+2(f,  Th)] -F El(f, Th, Q) + E2(f, Th, Q). L,~ 2r+j ~J, / 
Q2r+2(f, Th) -- I(f, Th) : EI(f, Th,Q) + E2(f, Th,Q). 
eikr 
¢(r) = 4~rr 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
be a fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, defined on a boundary element S, where 
r : - - [x -yh  xj--xj(a~t,&2), y j=y j (x t ,x2) ,  j - -1 ,2 ,3 ,  (&I,&2) EThCT.  
For some C > 0, the derivatives of ¢ can be bounded: 
01~¢ (~1,~2) C IDa(D(:~l,~2)l :-- 0~? , (~ 2 < - (4.54) 
-- [(Xl -- Xl) 2 -~- (X2 --X2) 2 -{-X2] 0"5(la['l'l) ' 
where x = (xl, x2, x3) is a singularity location. Let 
inf Ix - y[ = 0 > 0; (4.55) yETh 
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therefore, 
]El(f, Th,Q)+E2(f ,  Th,Q)l<hd+l~_~+hd+2 C Ch2 (~)d-l[ (h ) ]  
- 0 d+1 <- T 1 + . 
For 
we obtain 
and 
if all hi fulfill (4.58) or if 
1+ _<~, 
( hi ~q'Aq,i] (h2~,  Qm(f, Th) - I(f, Th) - \ m'-~ / 
[Qm(',')-I(',')-~ffil(~)q'Aq,i ] ~-~, 
/5 = Cinf  1+ hj • 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
h-Method  Examples 
To illustrate the h-method, the two following examples were considered. 
EXAMPLE 1. Function f(z ,  y) = [(x - x0) 2 + (y - y0)2] -1/2 corresponding to the singularity 
location at point (x0, Y0) = (0.5, -0.1) was integrated over triangle 2 ~ using both local and global 
adaptive integration schemes of order 1. For numerical integration, a 3-points trapezoidal rule 
was used (q = 1), with A2 obtained from the formula 
3 1 
iffil 
where vi = vertices of T, mi = midside points of T. 
The exact value of the integral, up to the first seven significant digits, is 1.192617. The 
resulting errors of integration were compared with the uniform integration scheme on meshes with 
approximately the same number of subtriangles. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. 
Examples of optimal meshes are given in Figure 1. Both adaptive integration schemes behave 
consistently better than uniform quadrature, although the decrease in error is not dramatic and 
ranges between 10%-50%. Performance of both adaptive schemes eems to be the same. 
Table 1. Comparison of the local and uniform integration for Example 1. 
Case 
IL l  
IL2 
IL3 
IL4 
IL5 
IL6 
Allowed error Adaptive integration Uniform integration 
No. of Relative Relative 
triangles Error error error 
0.1000 
0.0500 
0.0250 
0.0100 
0.0050 
0.0025 
43 
76 
163 
403 
799 
1519 
0.021489 
0.011130 
0.005016 
0.002014 
0.000973 
0.000493 
0.018019 
0.009322 
0.004208 
0.001689 
0.000816 
0.000413 
No. of 
triangles Error 
49 0.083316 
81 0.015257 
169 0.087633 
441 0.002970 
841 0.001563 
1521 0.000866 
0.019550 
0.012793 
0.006400 
0.002490 
0.001311 
0.000726 
20 
Case 
IGI 
IG2 
IG3 
IG4 
1G5 
IG6 
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Table 2. Comparison of the global and uniform integration for Example 1. 
Allowed error Adaptive integration Uniform integration 
No. of Relative 
triangles error 
0.1000 
0.0500 
0.0250 
0.0100 
0.0050 
0.0025 
25 
67 
88 
205 
412 
1138 
Relative 
Error error 
0.033411 0.028015 
0.016346 0.013705 
0.010046 0.008423 
0.004030 0.003404 
0.002119 0.001777 
0.000806 0.000676 
No. of 
triangles Error 
25 0.036203 
64 0.020545 
100 0.012953 
225 0.005772 
441 0.032970 
1156 0.001139 
0.030356 
0.017227 
0.010860 
0.004840 
0.002490 
0.000955 
Figure 1. Example 1: Example of an optimal subdivision using the local, adaptive 
integration method (Case 1L3). 
EXAMPLE 2. The location of singularity was changed to (x0,y0) = (-0.01,0.3) and the same 
function f was integrated over triangle T. The exact value of the integral is 1.599455 and the 
results for both adaptive schemes are compared with uniform integration in Tables 3 and 4. Due 
to the increased "singularity" of the integrand, the improvements in integration are much more 
noticeable and oscillate about one order difference. Examples of optimal meshes are shown in 
Figure 2. 
In an attempt to quantify the presented results, the product of the number of subtriangles 
and relative error was introduced to measure the overall quality of the proposed techniques in 
comparison with the uniform integration. The results are summarized in Table 5, showing the 
gain in using the adaptive integration schemes ranging around 30% and 90% for both cases, 
respectively. 
Adaptive Integration Techniques 
Table 3. Comparison of the local and uniform integration for Example 2. 
21 
Case 
2L1 
2L2 
2L3 
2L4 
2L5 
2L6 
Allowed error Adaptive integration Uniform integration 
No. of Relative Relative 
triangles Error error error 
0.250 
0.100 
0.050 
0.025 
0.010 
0.005 
55 
139 
199 
412 
955 
1954 
0.037076 
0.012988 
0.008749 
0.004627 
0.001868 
0.000871 
0.023180 
0.008120 
0.005470 
0.002893 
0.001168 
0.000545 
No. of 
triangles Error 
49 0.358739 
121 0.023826 
196 0.056329 
400 0.068408 
961 0.011236 
1936 0.008064 
0.224288 
0.014896 
0.035218 
0.042769 
0.007025 
0.005042 
Table 4. Comparison of the global and uniform integration for Example 2. 
Allowed error Adaptive integration Uniform integration 
No. of Relative Relative 
triangles Error error error 
Case 
2GI 
2G2 
2G3 
2G4 
2G5 
2G6 
0.250 
0.100 
0.050 
0.025 
0.010 
0.005 
16 
91 
163 
229 
586 
1054 
0.017320 
0.031107 
0.017057 
0.008447 
0.003358 
0.001794 
0.010829 
0.019448 
0.010664 
0.005281 
0.002099 
0.001122 
No. of 
triangles Error 
16 0.174900 
100 0.354580 
169 0.132320 
256 0.047201 
625 0.007266 
1089 0.017984 
0.109349 
0.221688 
0.082728 
0.029511 
0.004542 
0.011244 
Figure 2. Example 1: Example of an optimal subdivision using the global, adaptive 
integration method (Case 1G3). 
r -Method  Examples  
EXAMPLE 3. Triangle T was divided into four subtriangles (Figure 5). Constraints had form 
> 0.1, (5.62) 
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Figure 3. Example 2: Example of an optimal subdivision using the local, adaptive 
integration method (Case 2L4). 
\ 
\ 
- - - - - -~\  
\ f 
\ \  
\ I  
\ l 
\ 
\ ,  
Figure 4. Example 2: Example of an optimal subdivision using the global, adaptive 
integration method (Case 2G4). 
Tab~ 5. 
Adaptive Integration Techniques 
Product of number of triangles and relative rror. 
Case 
IL l  0.7748 
IL2 0.7092 
IL3 0.6855 
IIA 0.6806 
IL5 0.6519 
1L6 0.6273 
1GI 
1G2 
IG3 
IG4 
IG5 
1G6 
2L1 1.2749 
2L2 1.1287 
2L3 1.0885 
2L4 1.1919 
2L5 1.1154 
2L6 1.0649 
2G1 
2G2 
2G3 
2G4 
2G5 
2G6 
Local Global Uniform 
method method method 
0.7003 
0.7412 
0.7412 
0.6978 
0.7320 
0.7690 
0.1732 
1.7697 
1.7382 
1.2094 
1.2302 
1.1822 
Gain 
% 
0.9579 26 
1.0362 32 
1.0816 37 
1.0980 38 
1.1025 41 
1.1042 43 
0.7589 08 
1.1025 33 
1.0860 32 
1.0889 36 
1.0982 33 
i. 1040 30 
10.9901 88 
1.8024 37 
6.9027 84 
17.1076 93 
10.7977 90 
9.7613 89 
1.7495 90 
22.1688 92 
13.9810 87 
7.5547 84 
2.8392 57 
12.2445 90 
23 
where d~ is a length of the i th side of the jth triangle. Results obtained for different positions of 
singularity points are presented in Table 6 and in Figures 6-9. 
Figure 5. Examples 3 and 4: Initial meshes. 
The integration errors for uniform and adaptive integration were compared. Decrease in the 
error ranges between 51.6% and 99.2%, although the method may diverge when the distance 
between the singularity point and the boundary increases (position (0.70,-0.05)). 
EXAMPLE 4. T was divided into eight subtriangles (Figure 5). A penalty functional of the form 
M 
P(T)  = ld Z meas  (TJ) 2 {1-sgn [meas (T j) -e -  ~f]} (5.63) 
i----1 
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Figure 6. Example 3: Optimal subdivision for four subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.25,-0.005). 
\ 
\ \  
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\ 
Figure 7. Example 3: Optimal subdivision for four subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.30,-0.005). 
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Figure 8. Example 3: Optimal subdivision for four subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.50,-0.005). 
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Figure 9. Example 3: Optimal subdivision for four subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.70,-0.005). 
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Table 6. Uniform and adaptive mesh error for four subtriangles. 
Singularity 
point 
coordinates 
x,y 
0.25, -0.050 
0.25, -0.020 
0.25, -0.010 
0.25, -0.005 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
-0.050 
-0.020 
-0.010 
-0.005 
-0.050 
-0.020 
-0.010 
-0.005 
0.70, -0.050 
0.70, -0.020 
0.70, -0.010 
0.70, -0.005 
Relative 
uniform 
mesh 
error 
0.1466 
0.2107 
0.2383 
0.2546 
0.0917 
0.1571 
0.1863 
0.2036 
1.2629 
3.5252 
7.2893 
14.7925 
0.0342 
0.1050 
0.1373 
0.1567 
Relative 
adaptive 
mesh 
error 
0.0709 
0.0452 
0.0212 
0.0034 
0.0435 
0.0082 
0.0169 
0.0335 
0.0326 
0.0735 
0.0978 
0.1141 
0.0714 
0.0336 
0.0045 
0.0148 
Reduction 
of the 
error 
% 
51.60 
78.53 
91.11 
98.68 
52.51 
94.80 
90.94 
83.52 
97.41 
97.91 
98.66 
99.23 
68.03 
96.70 
90.57 
for some ~f > 0 was added to J ( f ,T ) ,  whereas constraints of the form 
meas (T j )  _> 6 (5.64) 
were imposed to avoid degeneracy of subtriangles. 
As in Example 3, the integration errors for uniform and adaptive integration were compared. 
The results for the same coordinates of singularity points were presented in Table 7. Figures 10-13 
show optimal subdivisions for four positions of a singularity point converging to the boundary. 
Decrease in the integration error ranges between 65.3% and 99.96%, and no divergence of the 
method was observed. The subtriangles "converge" slightly to the singularity. Reduction of the 
quadrature rror was greater than in Example 3 in general. 
Table 7. Uniform and adaptive mesh error for eight subtriangles. 
Singularity Relative Relative Reduction 
point uniform adaptive of the 
coordinates mesh mesh error 
x, y error error % 
0.25, -0.050 0 .1077 0.0373 65.37 
0.25, -0.020 
0.25, -0.010 
0.25, -0.005 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.30, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
0.50, 
0.70, 
0.70, 
0.70, 
0.70, 
-0.050 
-0.020 
-0.010 
-0.005 
-0.050 
-0.020 
-0.010 
-0.005 
-0.050 
-0.020 
-0.010 
-0.005 
0.1591 
0.1824 
0.1966 
0.0812 
0.1335 
0.1578 
0.1726 
0.7845 
2.2797 
4.7829 
9.7811 
0.0899 
0.1480 
0.1750 
0.1915 
0.0295 
0.0132 
0.0008 
0.0133 
0.0109 
0.0278 
0.0395 
0.0055 
0.0010 
0.0279 
0.0064 
0.0151 
0.0113 
0.0297 
0.0429 
81.46 
93.74 
99.60 
83.62 
91.84 
82.40 
77.12 
99.30 
99.96 
99.42 
99.34 
83.18 
92.36 
83.03 
77.61 
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Figure I0. Example 4: Optimal subdivision for eight subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.50,-0.05). 
\ 
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Figure 11. Example 4: Optimal subdivision for eight subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.50,-0.02). 
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Figure 12. Example 4: Optimal subdivision for eight subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.50,-0.01). 
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Figure 13. Example 4: Optimal subdivision for eight subtriangles when singularity 
point is (0.50,-0.005). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented examples of the h-method show a good convergence of this method and an ex- 
pected concentrat ion of subtr iangles around a s ingular i ty point. A d isadvantage of this approach 
is an increasing number of subtr iangles, and therefore, points in which values of an integrand are 
evaluated.  A great  advantage of the r -method is a substant ia l  reduct ion of a number of subtr i -  
angles. In the considered cases, values of an integrand should be evaluated in 15 (four subtr i -  
angles) or 25 (eight subtr iangles) points, when the local h -method uses 55 subtr iangles and 146 
points  to reach an error near to the one of the r -method for four subtr iangles (case 2L1). The 
global  h -method uses 91 subtr iangles and 222 points to obta in  a greater error than the r -method 
for eight subtr iangles (case 2G2). A disadvantage of this method is its instabil ity, because the 
cost function (4.50) has more than one extremal  point  and it is possible to get the wrong one. 
To avoid it, more terms should be included in the cost function. A problem arises as to how to 
select the constant  ~ ((4.36) or (4.40)) as to render the opt imal  execution t imes, yet  not to lose 
the accuracy or how many terms to add to J ( f ,  T )  to assure a stabi l i ty of the r -method.  Detai led 
exper iments  concerning this will be reported elsewhere. 
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